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uTrust TS Universal Enrollment Station
For uTrust TS Readers and Credentials, Including uTrust TS Cards
FAST AND ACCURATE ENROLLMENT
Enroll credentials with a single touch
HIGH SECURITY
Supports high security credentials, such as uTrust TS Cards, even if
the credential number is not printed on the card
CONVENIENT TO USE
Attractive, easy-to-use uTrust TS Readers provide fast reads with a
large, well defined target area
BROAD CREDENTIAL SUPPORT

*Reader sold separately.

Strong security and interoperability with uTrust TS Cards and
proximity credentials
COMPATIBLE WITH ALL SYSTEMS
Supported directly by ICPAM and Velocity, integrates easily with

Fast, Accurate, and Secure Enrollment
Identiv’s uTrust TS Universal Enrollment Station works with any configuration of uTrust TS Reader (sold separately) to enable
fast and accurate enrollment by touching a card to send the credential number to the physical access control system (PACS)
over a USB cable.
The uTrust TS Enrollment Station sends the credential read directly from the card to a PACS system to ensure there are no
errors in recording the credential number. The user simply taps the card. Depending on the configuration of PACS software,
the credential number either appears directly in the appropriate form field, or is loaded in the clipboard where it can be pasted
directly into the field with a single click.
Identiv’s high-security uTrust TS Card family can be easily enrolled using the enrollment station. It’s fast and easy, even in
configurations where the credential number is not printed on the card.
Because it supports all configurations of Identiv’s uTrust TS Readers, the enrollment station supports the widest variety of
credentials. Models are available for low-frequency (125 KHz) proximity cards, like HID Prox, Indala, Casi, and more, and for
a wide variety of high-frequency (13.56 MHz) cards, including MIFARE Classic, DESFire, iCLASS, and others. The enroller is
perfect for Identiv’s highly secure uTrust TS Card family.
The USB cable can be plugged into any PACS system workstation. The Identiv-supplied Windows application provides easy
integration and leverages the Windows clipboard to work with any PACS system. Additional custom software integration is
possible with this standards-based solution.
Identiv’s uTrust TS Enrollment Station is quickly set up by plugging two connectors into the back of the uTrust TS Reader and
mounting the reader with three screws. Then, plug in the USB cable, download the software from support.Identiv.com, and
go. If preferred, a pigtail reader can be connected to the cable using the connection technology of choice.
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Ordering
Order the uTrust TS Enrollment Station (SMES-U-USB-T), and the uTrust TS Reader that supports your card population. In many
cases, you will be able to read all of your cards with the Identiv uTrust TS Migration Reader (8110ABT0000). This versatile,
multi-technology reader can read most proximity cards and many high-frequency (HF) credentials. Or, consult the uTrust TS
Reader Ordering Guide to identify the configuration that will meet your needs. Organizations that have custom uTrust TS
Reader configurations can order using the same part number(s) they use for readers. Any wall mount or keypad configuration
will fit the mounting plates.
UTRUST TS UNIVERSAL ENROLLMENT STATION
ORDER NUMBER

SMES-U-USB-T

DESCRIPTION

Credential Enrollment Station with uTrust TS Reader (order reader separately)

COMPATIBILITY

Works with any uTrust TS Reader configuration:
•
Wall Mount (81xxABTyyyy)
•
Keypad (82xxABTyyyy)

CONNECTIVITY

•
•

WARRANTY

2 Years

PACS system workstation - USB
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Figure 1: uTrust TS Universal Enrollment Station product as ships.

Figure 2: uTrust TS Reader sold separately.

Identiv, Inc. (NASDAQ: INVE) is the leading global player in physical security and secure identification. Identiv’s products, software, systems, and services address the markets for physical
and logical access control and a wide range of RFID-enabled applications. Customers in the government, enterprise, consumer, education, healthcare, and transportation sectors rely
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the Internet of Everything.
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